
Are unsanitary pull strings and cords hanging from your over bed lights and nurse calls?

Introducing a new, full-featured cleanable retrofit pull solution from 

SanipullBulk Premium™

Sanipull® cleanable ribbon pulls have provided healthcare facilities with ergonomic, infection control and
maintenance cost reduction benefits since 2005.  It was designed to be a cost effective replacement for 
unsanitary traditional pulls such as string, cling and nylon cord. Sanipull is also superior to problematic 
aftermarket plastic pull cords.

New for 2010, SanipullBulk Premium™ uses the same supple, high quality 100% vinyl ribbon in a standard 
ribbon or factory modified anti-strangulation option.  It is available in 3 bulk ribbon lengths: 1000 ft. and 360 ft. 
spools and 120 ft. coil.  Choose between 3 specially designed, easy to 
attach fittings: SuperSanipull spring clips, universal adapter and 
ergonomic grab handle.  These can be mixed and matched for a full-
featured over bed light or nurse call pull.

Best suited for facilities with more than 140 beds, this D.I.Y, retrofit
solution is an installation-friendly system providing premium benefits 
including installing optimal pull lengths, perpetual fixture protection, 
ergonomic hardware for accessibility and a 5-year product warranty.

Lower your nosocomial infection rates by replacing unsanitary string, cling, metal ball chain, beaded and 
nylon cord with cleanable Sanipull.  This initiative, in conjunction with proper cleaning practices, enhances 
outbreak prevention and containment providing a safer environment for staff, patients, residents and visitors.

Traditional pulls and plastic pull cords put your fixtures at risk!  Designed to significantly reduce maintenance 
costs, Sanipull protects fixtures from over-force pull damage.  Believe it or not, many maintenance departments 
routinely replace up to 25% of their facility’s pull switches every year!  Studies indicate that $100-$200 is the 
avoidable cost of replacing a single broken over bed light pull switch.  Eliminating the incidence of damaged switches
and fixtures lowers maintenance expenses and reduces repair associated hassles. Sanipull is easy to install, 
requiring less than one minute per station.

Unbreakable traditional pulls and plastic pull cords put staff and patients at risk!
Sanipull is the only cleanable retrofit pull system with an optional anti-ligature™ safety break-
away, which helps minimize the risk and legal repercussions associated with injury or death 
from asphyxiation or violent strangulation.  Ribbon weak zones every 6 inches will tear apart 
at 27+/- 2 lbs of pull force.  40% of our client facilities purchase this safety enhancement.

Learn more about Sanipull’s many benefits, features at:
www.alcosales.com/nurse-call/sanipull.asp 

Connect with your sales representative or contact us directly if you have any questions

Sanipull’s ribbon profile with 
SuperSanipull grab handles 
and spring clip are designed 
for optimum accessibility
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